The new breed of reconfigurable integrated circuits (ICs) offer switched-capacitor based analogue circuits whose functionality can be altered during run-time. Rapidly changing the functionality of an analogue circuit provides interesting opportunities for control systems. It also opens a large design space in which decisions have to be made regarding the frequency and form of reconfiguration. We present a bioinspired architecture to facilitate the automated search for circuits on these platforms, based on well-established evolutionary algorithms. Unlike previous attempts at evolving single solutions, our genomes contain multiple solutions and use feedback provided by the circuit output to trigger reconfiguration of the IC.
INTRODUCTION
We present a bio-inspired architecture for analogue circuits that adaptively reconfigure to environmental changes. This reconfiguration process is inspired by the biological process of gene regulation: each cell in a biological organism has the same DNA, yet different genes are expressed in different contexts, and so cells behave differently in different places and at different times. In our architecture, analogue circuit components correspond to the "proteins" expressed by digital genes. Different subsets of these components are configured to make a full analogue circuit that behaves in a manner appropriate for the current context. We use evolutionary search to discover a suitable set of components and reconfiguration conditions for the different elements of a task.
The field of evolutionary computation has tended to focus on solving search-based optimisation tasks, leading to criticism that some of the most interesting properties of evolutionary search have been neglected as a result [1, 2] . Thompson's work in the mid-1990s [3, 4] [9] . As the construction of many thousands of distinct analogue circuits for fitness evaluation is impractical, Koza evaluated his evolving circuit populations using software simulations. However, software simulation, using programs such as SPICE, is generally several orders of magnitude slower than testing the same circuit in hardware, making the simulated evolution a slow process. Additionally, simulation imposes modelling constraints, not allowing the full richness of the physically embodied system to be exploited by the evolutionary process. Our platform avoids some of these issues and gives us the advantages of being able to rapidly test circuits in hardware.
Instead of evolving single solution analogue circuits, we evolve an architecture inspired by the process of gene expression. Genes code for proteins. Whether a gene actually expresses a protein or not is determined by its context: in particular, by whether certain other proteins bind to expression or inhibition sites on the DNA controlling that gene. For more on the biology of gene expression, see [10, 11, 12] .
In section 2 we describe our architecture, and provide details of the platform and implementation. In section 3 we describe a prototype task for which we have evolved a reconfiguring solution.
ARCHITECTURE AND PLATFORM
In our architecture, the configuration of analogue components in a circuit is specified by the corresponding genes in a digital genome (Fig. 1) 
PROTOTYPE APPLICATION
We have implemented a prototype of the architecture described and shown in Fig. 3 . This is placed within an evolutionary harness to evolve a genome suitable to perform a particular task (Fig. 4) . During evolution, an input signal is "ramped" up through a series of frequencies, starting at around 500Hz and rising to 20kHz. The task is to maximise power output for low and high frequency inputs, but to minimise power output for mid-range frequency inputs (specified by a fitness function on the Fourier transform of the output signal measuring the power at three test frequencies). This results in reconfiguration as the input signal increases in frequency. A 4+1 evolution strategy is used, with variable rates of mutation being applied to parts of the genome. The binding signature is calculated from the output signal every 0.5 seconds. When the signal changes and matches a new configuration, the genome is decoded and the new configuration is downloaded onto the FPAA. The process evolves genomes that successfully reconfigure to perform the task.
Some interesting behaviour was noted in the prototype. Certain configurations result in low output signals. The corresponding binding signature is largely random due to the amount of noise, as the wavelet coefficients are scaled up to give valid signatures. The effect of this is that the binding process starts "hunting" with random binding signatures, resulting in random expression. However, as soon as a good configuration is downloaded the "hunting" stops, an output signal is restored, and the binding process settles down. It is too early to tell whether evolution will make use of this aspect of the system.
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